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ABSTRACT
Recently an object-oriented approach has been applied in the fields of finite element analysis with a view to treating the
various complexities within these. It has been demonstrated that finite element software designed using an object-oriented
approach can be significantly more robust than traditional codes. This paper describes a special kind of implementation
of object-oriented programming which is rather hybrid in nature, in the development of a finite element code for
engineering analysis of metal working problems using C++, and discusses the advantages of this approach.
Keywords: Finite Element Method, Data Abstraction Techniques, Object-Oriented Programming, C++ Programming
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1. Introduction
The finite element method (FEM) has been developed
and applied extensively in various fields of engineering. It
is a purely computer-oriented numerical tool and requires
an extensive amount of programming effort. Major concerns in the development of FEM systems are placed on
the computational efficiency of numerical algorithms.
Traditionally, procedure oriented programming techniques have been widely used and procedural programming
languages such as FORTRAN have been strongly supported. Although the procedural approach has been
proven effective in treating algorithmic complexity, this
approach has intricate control strategies and internal data
representation and does not address design and quality
issues of the overall program. As a result, software developed using this approach is likely to face difficulties in
its maintenance and extensions.
Recently, several investigations have been performed
in applying the concept of object-oriented (O-O) methodology in the field of FEM [1-13]. It has been verified
that object-oriented programming can provide strong
support to desirable features of FEM systems such as
reusability, extensibility, easy maintenance, etc. These
benefits are achieved by well defined mechanisms of
modular design and reusability of code. The object-oriented approach attempts to manage the complexity inherent
in real-world problems by abstracting out knowledge and
encapsulating it within objects. The various features of
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this approach consist of a class mechanism with inheritance and virtual function call mechanism, in addition to
the facilities supporting data abstraction techniques and
polymorphism. A detailed account of object-oriented programming can be found in several computer journals,
language user guides and other literatures [14-16].
Mackerle [17] presents a list of published papers dealing with object-oriented programming (OOP) applied to
FEM and BEM. In one of earlier investigations, Zimmermann et al. [2] discussed the concept of OOP as applied to
the implementation of the finite element method. Huang et
al. [4] have proposed a knowledge base system in which
an object-oriented analysis in the FEM domain is carried
out by means of introducing entity analysis concepts.
Zimmermann et al. [5] discussed the key features of an
integrated environment of finite element related technique
which includes an object-oriented graphic interactive
environment and object-oriented operators for symbolic
mathematical derivations. Archer et al. [6] demonstrated
an object-oriented architecture for finite element analysis
based on a flexible and extendible set of objects that facilitate finite element modeling and analysis. Yu and
Kumar [7] presented an object-oriented framework for
implementing finite element method and explored ways to
exploit the commonalities between various types of elements, loads, constraints and solvers so that duplication is
reduced and software reuse is improved. Mackie [8] described a study into the object-oriented implementation of
distributed finite element analysis on desktop computers
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using the .NET framework. Heng and Mackie [9] proposed the use of software design patterns to capture best
practices in O-O finite element programming.
Some research papers discuss the object-oriented techniques in the context of specific problems and also depict
changes in the overall design or specific aspects in the
design. Tabatabai [10] suggested an O-O finite element
environment for reinforcement dimensioning of two- and
three-dimensional concrete panel structures. Pantale [11]
presented benefits of using an OOP approach in comparison with traditional programming language approaches in the analysis of inelastic deformations and
impact processes. Kromer et al. [12] described an approach to the design and implementation of a multibody
systems analysis code using an object-oriented architecture. Franco et al. [13] discussed the aspects of the OOP
used to develop a Finite Element technique for limit
analysis of axisymmetrical pressure vessels.
Although, the basic concepts of the design of an O-O
finite element program are same, varying degrees of object orientation – even procedural design – can be accomplished using an O-O language depending upon a
variety of factors including the software requirements,
language features, executing environment and developer’s
methodology and viewpoint. Furthermore, one of the
important challenges in developing O-O finite element
codes is to find the balance between good abstractions and
high computational efficiency, since the data abstraction
and the associated polymorphism results in loss of numerical performance because it requires late (dynamic)
binding. Compiler optimization and flow of execution in a
process (computer program) are also more amenable to
procedure-oriented code. Inspite of tremendous advancements in computer hardware capability, the numerical
efficiency of finite element codes remains an important
factor since demand for non-linearities, mesh refinement,
coupled analysis and other complexities in the finite
element solution are also growing. Unfortunately in early
investigations, O-O philosophy has been considered as a
systematic obligation and even numerical tools such as
Gauss integration schemes have been abstracted out as
objects. It is obvious that this extreme inclination towards
data abstraction for each conceptual entity can lead to a
serious loss of performance and difficulty in maintenance.
In the present investigation, a particular kind of object-oriented implementation has been applied in the design of FEM system for metal working analysis. The application of object-oriented programming to metal working
analysis is not discussed in literature, although an important aspect of object-orientation is that it supports very
general finite element codes, not tied to any particular
application area. The metal working problems are multistructure problems involving master (die) and slave
(workpiece) structures and also include a large amount of
non-linearities both in the element formulation and the
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solution process. The present design is rather hybrid in
nature comprising of both object-orientation techniques
and modular programming practices. This has been accomplished by abstracting out necessary real world objects in the finite element domain and implementing all
numerical calculations and tools as member functions
inside classes of these objects, wherever appropriate. This
approach will apparently result in a good balance of
benefits brought out by the two approaches. The present
architecture also consists of suitable interface classes
between primitive FEM classes (material, node, element,
etc.) and the problem domain at different levels so that
these primitive objects do not directly interact with the
problem domain but through these interfaces. C++ is used
in the development of the program which has several
features to support object-oriented programming and can
provide high computing efficiency because of its compatibility with C [18].
The paper is organized as follows. First, the key concepts of object-oriented programming are briefly outlined
in the context of FEM and different features of present
object-oriented framework are discussed. The issues involved in general object-oriented design and the benefits
obtained by specific aspects of present implementation are
also discussed. Next, present object-oriented system is
applied in solving a general example problem of metal
working and roles of different classes and interactions
among them are explained.

2. Object-Oriented Design of FEM System
The most desirable types of general purpose finite element
codes are those that are designed for comprehension,
modification and updating. These desirable objectives can
be easily met if the program is designed using objectoriented techniques. The FEM is by its nature a modular
numerical tool. Object-oriented programming enables full
advantage to be taken of this modularity. It reduces the
scope for bugs by encouraging clearer thinking about the
program design and allows easier incorporation of new
types of element, solution techniques and other facilities
as they become available.
While performing an object-oriented design, the first
task is to identify classes of objects that will model the
application domain. Fortunately, it is not difficult to identify the objects in the FEM domain, because several entities such as element types, material properties, nodal
points, elements, etc. can be extracted from the fundamental concepts of FEM. Several solid model entities
such as points, lines, surfaces, volumes, etc. also can be
directly identified as objects. However, in the FEM domain, there are a large amount of problem-solving activities which are difficult to be directly identified as objects.
Yet, their use and implementation may differ substantially
from those in conventional codes. Some mathematical
variables such as vector, matrix, etc. can also be designed
JSEA
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as objects so as to hide their implementing details.
The present framework consists of several basic classes
such as ElemType, Material, Node, Element, etc. which
are traditional classes used for the representation of finite
elements. Several specific classes are derived from these
abstract classes. For example, a class Elem2DMfQ8 defining two dimensional eight noded metal working quadrilateral elements is virtually inherited from multiple base
classes each having own set of base classes, as depicted in
Figure 1.
In most of the earlier investigations, these primitive
objects directly interact with the problem domain. However, it can be revealed from the real world concepts that
in the FEM domain, some super objects can be identified
which are either aggregates of the same objects or a superset of different objects. Further, new formalisms and
new solution strategies evolve in a regular manner in the
FEM field. The implementation of these new techniques
in the main class or sub-class of the problem domain must
not lead to frequent revisit of classes at lower levels and
must not demand for redefinition or major changes in the
software architecture. In order to achieve this to a possible
extent, we create an interface between the primitive objects and the problem domain by defining classes such as
ElemTypeGroup, MaterialGroup, NodeGroup, ElementGroup, etc., which deal with groups of the same
type of objects. For example, the ElementGroup class is
defined which deals with the lists of elements and performs several tasks including assembly of element stiffness matrices and load vectors, and the solution of the
system equations as depicted in Figure 2. This class is
derived from a LinkedList class template and so inherits
all its operations for the proper management of the list.
The LinkedList class has been defined in template form
so that it can take different types of objects (ElemType,
Material, Node, Element, etc.) as template arguments. A
knowledge base has been incorporated to the LinkedList
class which creates and maintains an array of pointers of
objects so that an individual item in the list can be found
out as efficiently as that in a normal array. The creation of
the interface classes (which are properly optimized for
numerical efficiency) has provided additional benefits in
the modification and extension of the code. On one hand,
the primitive classes can be modified, extended and made
more efficient independently and on the other hand,
modification or extension of main class of the problem
domain may require revisit of only the interface classes
and doesn’t affect classes at lower levels. The direct involvement of interface classes such as the ElementGroup
rather than primitive classes or their inheritances also
improves the performance during the solution phase since
most of the time data are required in vector or matrix form
as an aggregate of all the elements or nodes. One of the
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 1. An example of inheritance of class Elem2DMfQ8
class ElementGroup : public LinkedList<Element> {
private:
/* . . . */
public:
ElementGroup(); // constructor
~ElementGroup(); // destructor
Element* operator[] (int who); // subscript
// operator to reference an element
void Assembly(int loadcase); // assembly of
// stiffness matrices and load vectors
void SkySolve(int loadcase); // skyline
// reduction solution
void FrontSolve(int loadcase); // frontal
// solution
/* . . . */
};

Figure 2. An ElementGroup class dealing with group of
elements

advantages of this interfacing can also be seen in the class
NodeGroup. Since the class Node here is not inherited
mainly for efficiency reasons, the class NodeGroup is
responsible for distinguishing the functionality of nodes in
different types of analyses (static, multi-step, transient,
etc.).
As discussed earlier, the metal working problem domain consists of multiple structures master as well as
slave, each having own set of attributes and interacting
with one another through the interface. Here, a StructureGroup class is defined which holds a pointer to two
master structures (lower die and upper die) and slave
structure (workpiece). Each of these structures belongs to
JSEA
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a class Structure defined to contain objects of classes
such as ElemTypeGroup, MaterialGroup, NodeGroup,
ElementGroup, etc. In many occasions while performing
some tasks, the primitive classes may need to retrieve or
request some data from the interface classes at higher
level. This is done by defining a pointer to Structure
within the primitive classes as depicted in diagram shown
in Figure 3.
Several other classes, in addition to those discussed
above, need to be defined in a complete finite element
library. For example, several solid model classes such as
Keypoint and KeypointGroup, Line and LineGroup,
Area and AreaGroup and Volume and VolumeGroup,
are defined that perform modal generation and meshing.
Classes Load and Constraint are also defined dealing
with loading and constraints as applied to solid model
objects and/or nodes and elements. As has become
common practice now, some mathematical variables required in the FEM domain such as vector, matrix, etc.
have been represented in template form so that they can
take variable type (integer, float, double, etc.) as an argument. Engineering variables such as strains and stresses
have also been identified as objects. Several utility classes
are also defined for the purpose of processing of finite
element results and also for managing the finite element
objects.
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of the element such as number of nodes, number of nodal
degrees of freedom, etc. are also defined. Material properties are defined by requesting MaterialGroup class
which creates an object of an appropriate derived class of
base class Material and assigns material constants values
and defines flow rule which is a function of strain rate,
strain and temperature.

Figure 3. Basic architecture of present O-O FEM implementation (‘+’ sign at the left corner of each block indicates
that the class is shown in unexpanded form while ‘-’ sign
indicates that the class is depicted in expanded form)

3. Object-Oriented FEM Analysis of Metal
Working Process
The present object-oriented FEM system has been applied
to solve several metal working problems after proper validation of the code [19]. It is worthwhile here to discuss
qualitatively different aspects of present O-O FEM architecture in solving a metal working problem. In order to
do so, a commonly known example problem of spike
forging of a cylindrical steel billet in an impression die
containing a central cavity is considered. The deformation
characteristics of the spike forging are such that the portion of the material near the outside diameter flows radially, while the portion near the center of the top surface
is extruded forming a spike. The problem is an axisymmetric rigid-plastic problem and a schematic drawing is
shown in Figure 4. The steps required and role of different classes in analyzing the problem are briefly described below.

3.1 Discretization and Pre-Processing of Finite
Element Model
The element type is defined to be eight-noded isoparametric quadrilateral element with axisymmetric option.
This is done by requesting object of ElemTypeGroup
class which dynamically creates an object of class
ElemType2DMfQ8 and inserts in the list of element
types. While the object is created, several characteristics
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Figure 4. Schematic drawing of spike forging dies and billet
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Solid modelling, mesh control and mesh generation are
performed using classes such as KeypointGroup, LineGroup and AreaGroup. While meshing, a number of
nodal points are established which are created once the
solid model objects request object of class NodeGroup to
do so. The coordinates, etc. are assigned to each nodal
point during the process. Similarly elements are defined
by an object of class ElementGroup which creates objects of class Elem2DMfQ8 based on the element type
currently set and arranges them in a list. The data input to
each element include the element type reference number,
material reference number and element connectivity.
Since the current problem is a multi-structure problem
involving lower and upper dies and workpiece (Figure 4),
most of the above steps are repeated for each of these
structures. The meshes of dies and workpiece (deformed)
are shown in Figure 5. In this figure, only segments of
dies required to define constraints and loading conditions,
are modeled and meshed.

3.2 Constraints and Loading
The material flow, which is characterized by spike height
variation, depends on the interface friction between die
and billet as well as the geometries of dies and billets.
Here boundary conditions are prescribed on surfaces of
master structures and/or slave structure as appropriate.
The die boundary conditions along curved die-workpiece
interfaces which constrain flow of material into the die are
prescribed using objects of Constraint class defined appropriately within each master structure. Similarly, frictional boundary conditions are applied using objects of
Load class.

velocities {U } and their variations {U} . From arbitrariness of U I , a set of algebraic equations (stiffness
equations) are obtained as
 

  
U I
e  U I


 0

 (e)

(2)

where (e) indicates the quantity at the eth element. The
capital-letter suffix (I) signifies that it refers to the nodal
point number.
In metal-forming, the stiffness Equation (2) is nonlinear
and the solution is obtained iteratively by using the
Newton-Raphson method. The method consists of linearization by Taylor expansion near an assumed solution
point {U }  {U 0} (initial guess), calculating {ΔU}
which is the first-order correction of the velocity {U 0} ,
and application of suitable convergence criteria to obtain
the final solution. After linearization, (2) can be written in
the form [20]:
[KT ]{ΔU}  {ΔR}

(3)

where [K T ] is called the tangent stiffness matrix and
{ΔR} is referred to as the vector of residual (out-ofbalance) force increments. These are calculated as summation of contributions from all the elements as
[KT ]   [KT ]e and {ΔR}  {Δr}e , in which [KT ]e is
e

e

the element tangent stiffness matrix and {Δr}e is the
vector of increments of element residual force.

3.3 Computation of Element Properties
The rigid-plastic approach states that for a plastically
deforming body of volume Ω under surface traction
{ f } prescribed on a part of the surface Γ f and velocity
{u} prescribed on the remainder of the surface  u , the
variational principle (principle of virtual power) can be
written as:
   Ω  d   K  Ω vv d    Γ f { u}T { f }dΓ  0

(1)
where  is the effective stress defined as    （ ）
and    （ ，） for rigid-plastic and rigid-viscoplastic materials respectively,  is the effective strain,
 is the effective strain-rate and v  ii is the volumetric strain-rate. K is a penalty constant introduced to
impose incompressibility requirement.
In FEM, a continuous velocity field over each element
can be defined uniquely in terms of velocities of associated nodal points by introducing the shape function.
Equation (1) can now be expressed in terms of nodal point
Copyright © 2010 SciRes.

Figure 5. Mesh of the workpiece (deformed) and dies in
spike forging of a cylindrical steel billet in an impression die
containing a central cavity
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For each element e, [KT ]e and {Δr}e are calculated
by member functions StiffMat() and LoadVect() defined
in the class Elem2DMfQ8 or its base classes as appropriate. Calculating stiffness matrix and load vector require
some subtasks to be performed such as calculating shape
functions, their partial derivatives, strain-displacement
matrix, etc. These subtasks are implemented in the corresponding element type class ElemType2DMfQ8 or its
base classes and are performed when a request is made by
element objects. Numerical tools such as numerical integration scheme required for above calculations are embedded within an appropriate element class or element
type class.

3.4 Assemblage of Elements and Solution of
Equilibrium Equations
The element tangent stiffness matrices and residual load
vectors are assembled to constitute the global tangent
stiffness matrix and global residual force vector as discussed above. The function Assembly() defined in the
class ElementGroup gets the stiffness matrix and force
vector from each element and assembles them in skyline
vector storage mode. This compacted storage is used by
the skyline reduction solution method SkySolve() to solve
the system of equations. Another solution scheme called
frontal solution method is implemented by the function
FrontSolve(). However, the complete assembly of all
element contributions is not required in the case of frontal
solution method (FrontSolve()) in which assembly and
reduction of equations are performed at the same time.
Each of the tasks performed by these member functions is
decomposed into smaller tasks executed by different
member procedures implemented in this class. Since this
phase of finite element solution is computationally intensive, the present implementation of this segment is more
inclined towards procedure-oriented methodology.
The solution of the system of equations using any of
two methods determines the nodal velocity increments
(represented in vector form) at a particular iteration in a
particular load step. Iteration is continued in a particular
load step until convergence is achieved and velocity correction terms become negligibly small. This is followed
by calculation of nodal velocities at the load step by the
function implemented in NodeGroup class. Here it seems
that object-oriented approach has resulted in performance
loss by first calculating the degree of freedom variable in
vector form and then assigning these values to nodes
which are identified as objects. Although for a simple
linear static analysis this may be correct, the same is not
true in the present case of non-linear multi-step analysis
since the kind of variables (nodal velocity increments)
calculated by solving the system of equations is different
from that assigned to the node which is nodal velocities.
Further, this assignment to the nodes takes place only at
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the end of a particular step and not at the end of each
iteration.

3.5 Computation of Strains/Stresses and
Post-Processing of Results
Once the nodal velocities are known, effective strain rates,
effective strains and effective stresses within an element
are calculated using the member functions defined in the
Elem2DMfQ8 class or its base classes. This calculation is
invoked by the ElementGroup class before going to the
next step. The ElementGroup class is also responsible to
save these results in proper file and also prints/plots these
results during the solution or at the end of the solution, if
and when a request is made. For example, solution of
effective strain rate in the mesh of the workpiece at die
displacement of 0.6H0 is plotted in Figure 6 as directly
obtained by the present implementation of the code.

3.6 Remeshing
The metal working finite element analysis results in severe distortions of mesh and it is essential to frequently
refine the mesh or modify some elements during the solution phase. Fortunately, the present implementation has
one interface class as ElementGroup and another as
Structure at a higher level. These interface classes effectively perform remeshing and map the data from the
old mesh to the new mesh. Figure 7 depicts the effective
strain rate distribution mapped to the new mesh generated
by remeshing after the die displacement of 0.6H0.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
In recent past, several investigators have implemented
object-oriented techniques in FEM and reported benefits
because of this. Object-oriented programming can provide
stronger support to desirable features of finite element
application programs such as easy testing, maintenance,
extension and reusability, than the traditional programming.
In object-oriented design, the approach used is to identify and implement a library of finite element data types or
classes identified from the real world concept. Each class
has well-defined roles and interfaces and therefore can be
developed, validated and maintained independently. This
approach also permits efficiency concerns to be more
easily addressed at the implementation level of each class.
The concept of inheritance enables efficient and natural
usability of finite element codes. Several new facilities
such as new element types, materials and solution techniques may be incorporated with much reduced effort.
Although, the objective and general framework of the
object-oriented code in these studies are the same, it is not
surprising to find some differences in program design
leading to the conclusion that a unique (optimized) O-O
implementation of FEM system is difficult to conceptu-
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Figure 6. Effective strain rate at die displacement of 0.6Ho
during spike forging of a cylindrical steel billet in an impression die

mentation of object-oriented approach used in the design
of FEM system for metal working analysis. This design is
hybrid in nature consisting of both object-orientation
techniques and procedure-oriented approach and can
result in a good balance of benefits brought out by the two
practices. C++ is used in the development of the program
which has several features to support object-oriented programming. This object oriented code has been applied to
solve an example problem of metal working and different
aspects are presented.
The present object-oriented FEM system has been designed to contain necessary classes and their inheritances
identified from the concepts and requirements of FEM. In
addition, we create proper interfaces between these
primitive classes and the problem domain at different
levels so that these primitive objects do not directly interact with the problem domain but through some super
objects. These super objects have been identified as either
an aggregate of the same objects or a superset of different
objects. This concept has provided additional benefits in
modification and extension of the code without any compromise in efficiency, since the primitive classes can be
modified, extended and made more efficient independently. Further, most of the numerical tools and algorithms
are embedded appropriately within these interface classes
instead of abstracting out them as objects, thus leading to a
mixed design. The static member function concept and
other facilities in C++ such as use of this pointer helped us
to implement a hybrid approach wherever required.
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